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💥BOOM💥Let’s say you are a Senator and President
Trump sent you an email marked URGENT: National
Security. There’s a link, and of course you open it. It would
sure be a shame if you were exposed to PEGASUS and
ALL your data was exposed💥Kompromat 💥

HIDE AND SEEK: Tracking NSO Group’s Pegasus Spyware to Operatio…
In this post, we develop new Internet scanning techniques to identify 45 countries in
which operators of NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware may be operating.

https://citizenlab.ca/2018/09/hide-and-seek-tracking-nso-groups-pegasus-spyware-to-o…

🤔 Imagine what Trump and his buddy, Putin, could do with the information...
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🤔Wait a minute... would Trump really provide a mal-link to spy on Republican

Senators⁉Yes. Yes he would.

Revealed: Trump team hired spy firm for ‘dirty ops’ on Iran arms deal
Israeli agency told to find incriminating material on Obama diplomats who
negotiated deal with Tehran

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/may/05/trump-team-hired-spy-firm-dirty-o…

🔥There are other possibilities of course... Remember when Trump let Lavrov and

Kislyak and their “cameraman” into the Oval Office⁉
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Consider the possibility that Trump opened a direct 
channel to Putin when Lavrov and Kislyak were in the Oval 
Office w their FSB ‘camera man’  twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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This is what I’m thinking... RU hot Micd Trump & Team 
phones and sent hi freq waves to open other networks in WH. 
lawfareblog.com/president-trum…

58 5:02 PM - Aug 20, 2018

28 people are talking about this

📡In fact, Russian Rostec telecommunications equipment is being used now in the

White House...
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A Rostec unit that specializes in encryption and secure 
communications, Avtomatika, reportedly supplies the White 
House w products that allow Trump to communicate directly w 
Putin. themoscowtimes.com/news/white-hou…

84 5:50 PM - Jan 4, 2019

109 people are talking about this

White House Uses Russian Technology to Communicate With …
A Russian company reportedly supplies the White House with
products that allow Trump to communicate directly with President
themoscowtimes.com

🔥Russia is already plugged into @MarALago through their WIFI🔥
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 Mar A Lago’s WIFI - CLOUD4WI partners w Enforta, 
Russia’s largest fixed wireless operator... cc @MingGao26
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1,485 people are talking about this
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